We are all in the same boat.
Steering group Let's steer!
Stir up the multiple ripples of diversity into a unified wave.
Have we got enough time?
There is not enough time.
20 years until representation
Unconscious bias
Shine a light on it.
Ask questions.
Would you like to come to a well being workshop?
I don't do well being.
Oh. Okay.
I have not got enough time.
We have not got enough time.
Soft skills
Are hard skills
Life skills will not be scheduled
Humanity longs to be at the core.
Empathy bias?
I see
Unsympathetic
Awful
women
And Great
men
Masculine women
Feminine men.
Sometimes you have to...
Change your walk
Get a nickname
Be called Dave.
Leave space for the student to ask questions.
For the teacher to ask questions.
But we have not got enough time!
There is not enough time!
Take that step up to leadership.
Start with the right frame of mind

Close your eyes
Pay attention to your breath
Your senses
Common Sense an under used decision making tool.
Drifting?
If your lost
Head north.
Or there will be stress
Lots of it.
We lost three.
I was going to be the fourth.
And then I said STOP.
I want to be part of the solution not the problem.
If I stop enjoying what I'm doing then I'll leave.
Tip.
Make out like you know Winifred Mercier have a conversation with her.
Use Twitter as a conversational tool.
Find a thinking tribe.
Teaching should not be easy.
Think about it.
Teaching
A kaleidoscopic rubix cube that you choose to puzzle.
But we ain't got t-!
Determined doesn't always mean confident.
Use emotions to earn the right to care.
Leadership without the burden of institutional responsibility.
If we haven't changed we haven't learned.
Aaaaaaah.
If I'm going to teach there I need to live there.
In heart and in mind.
Good work
Do good work
Not bad work
Just good work
Really good work

Really good work that draws on the best that is already known.
Of heart and mind.
Think of a time…
A world without Ofsted, curriculum and standards
It has passed.
Time to have conversations that last 5 - 25 years.
Make time - to build resilience.
With a capital R.
It was like a dream she said.
I was stood there proud of myself and all of those who supported me.
A perfect picture full of dysfunction.
A rubix click.
We are all learning learners.
Breathe.
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